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Design with a goal

ressignify and transform the relationship of the local community
with the Beco (the alley), through the design of the micro-scale
and punctual interventions in the space
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this space in its entirety*
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the process of construction as such.
collaboration
The whole design made
processin was
conceived together as a group, highly discussed in the classroom, after
interviewing the locals andwith
visiting
the the
localplace
s several times during rainy, as well as sunny days. As we developed our
design ideas, we came across a lot of problems regarding execution, that were solved after extensive talks with the
interactive graffiti
professors and Roberto, the construction worker that helped us through the execution process. We later realised that,
chalkwere
drawings
even though a lot of changes
made while we were building the design, this discussion about execution and
collaboration with Roberto made us understand the building process a lot better and enable us to make quick decisions
when facing a execution problem on site. After all, we, the students, built the design we conceived in the classroom,
organizing the volunteers and teaching them what was to be built and how to build it, along with Roberto and the
professors.
Finally, from end of November until begin of December the designed space was built and is still being
LUGAR
DE PAZ!
maintained as of today. All this joint eﬀort between the class, the university and theFAVELA,
local community
was essencial,
and
made this project come to life and beneﬁt not only the kids, who got a safer environment to play together, but the
general community, that helped to build a full of color and energy space for them to gather and grow as a healthier
community.
As stated in our general guidelines one single intervention is attending a minimum scale. Therefore we wish to
distribute this approach and to intervene all the way along the alley by several interventions. In this way we achieve a
larger scale which has the potential to redraw the space in its entirety. We thus consider our ﬁrst realisation as a ﬁrst
step in within
of small-scale projects, which are not built yet, aiming to improve urban justice.
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derived of insufficient sanitation, of illumination, of ventilation among others. These are
everyday risks to which residents must subordinate that therefore manifest resilient quality
daily.
Partial product of the project definitions, it
offers the detailing of the execution of solutions for paradigmatic situations in different
Becos, gathered in a kind of catalogue for residents (and, also, architects). It suggests participatory action - from the preliminary survey
(physical and human) to the ordering of the
mutirão (a form of collective effort) schedule,
through collective financing (pooling money
and sponsorship) - as an alternative to public
action or in case of absence of public action. The
promoted strategy aims urban improvements
that dignify the life of the favela, but does not
deny the social duty of the state. It presents
a ‚manifesto of resistance‘ in favour of a city
with more urban justice - favela is urbanity!
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A part of the design was built by us and featured as an external architectural activity at
the XI Architecture Biennale of São Paulo. With
the help of volunteers our class built a simpler
version – due to the raised amount of money
and the narrow time frame – of the design.
Still, we’re pleased with the built result in Beco
Leste. The design consisted out of a plateau
and stairs, as well as system for evacuation of
water and green elements.
Important steps to the realisation were to
understand the circumstances of building in
informal areas, the particular spatial reality of
a small and sloped site, dialoguing with the
locals, the logistic of transporting materials
through the narrow alleys onto the square,
raising money, recruiting volunteers and, of
course, the process of construction itself.

Finally, the designed space was built in
november last year and is still being maintained today. The joint effort between the class,
the university and the local community was
essential, and made this project come to life
and benefit not only the kids but the general
community, that helped to build a space to
gather and grow as community.
As stated in our general guidelines one
single intervention is attending a minimum
scale. Therefore, we wish to distribute this
approach and to act all the way along the alley
by several interventions. In this way we achieve
a larger scale which has the potential to redraw
the space in its entirety. We thus consider our
first realisation as a first step in within a series
of small-scale projects, which are not built yet,
aiming to improve urban justice.

